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   Using the other dialogue you found compose it in a format of your choice.

The dialogue can be your own (recording), come from a novel, a transcript, made-up, anything 
that speaks to you. Find something that you have a reaction to, nothing random. Length is up to  
you, but once again, this should be a conscious decision. Think about what a dialogue is, and how 
you define it. When composing it on a page think about what makes it a typographic solution. 
Be creative but keep in mind the framework of this course. I don’t want to see simply typeset text, 
there has to be a formal exploration on your part. 

Final of this assignment is due in two weeks; work-in-progress is due next class. It does not need 
to be completely refined, but there should be enough substance for us to be able to talk about 
your approach next class. 

ASSIGNMENT #2b

ASSIGNMENT #3

   Create a personal typographic system for the course journal.

Set up a visual and typographic system for your class journal. The journal will consist of your 
reading responses as well as other material you write, design and find over the course of this 
semester. The journals will be assembled together into one single bound book as a record of this 
class and of your findings at the end of the semester. 

The page size is 8 × 10 in. For next class come up with a typographic and visual system: pick 
typefaces and colors, sizes, grid structure, etc. Each student’s section will consist of folios and 
running heads (your name). You will also have a chapter-opener page/spread. There will also be 
subsections, so think about how those will be treated (subheads). 

For next class design a sample spread with dummy text in place on one page, which has at least 
a few levels of typographic hierarchy (subhead, captions, sidebar perhaps). The other page of the 
spread should have an image or a few images with relevant captions. The spread should have a 
folio and running head (your name). Be aware that this is a system that will evolve with time as 
you start adding real content.


